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EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETRIC STUDIES OF TRANSONIC T-TAIL FLUTIER
Charles L. Ruhlin and Maynard C. Sandford
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Flutter studies of the T-tail of a wide-body, multijet, cargo/transport airplane have been
conducted in the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel at Math numbers up to 1.02. The flut-
ter model was a 1/13-size scaled version of the empennage, fuselage, and inboard wing of the
airplane. Two interchangeable T-tails were used. One had scaled design stiffnesses and con-
trol surfaces (elevator and redder). The second T-tail had about one-half the scaled design
stiffnesses and the control-surface area made integral with the primary surfaces.
The transonic antisymmetric-flutter boundary for this T-tail was unusual in that over
half of the total transonic drop in flutter speed occurred in a sharp clip between a Mach
number M of 0.92 and 0.98. This result necessitated tests of the design-stiffness model
with a stiffened fin spar in order to demonstrate a greater margin of safety from flutter.
Parametric studies of the reduced-stiffness model were made to determine a possible cause of
this unusual flutter boundary shape, as well as to establish flutter trends. The sharp drop in
flutter speed near M = 0.92 was at least reduced and may have been eliminated by modi-
fying the shape of the fin-stabilizer juncture fairing. The modification consisted of adding a
bulbous-shaped section near the nose of the streamlined juncture fairing so that a sharper
peak in the empennage cross-sectional area distribution was obtained.
Transonic antisymmetric-flutter boundaries were determined for the reduced-stiffness(model with variations in (1) the stabilizer dihedral angle -5 ° (nominal) and 0°), and (12) the
wing and forward-fuselage shape. Limited antisymmetric-flutter tests were made at M = 0.7
to determine the effect of varying stabilizer incidence angle. A transonic symmetrig-flutter
boundary was determined with a reduced stabilizer pitch stiffness, and flutter trends were
established for variations in stabilizer pitch stiffness at M = 0.7 and 0.8.
INTRODUCTION
Several aerodynamic theories have been developed for predicting subsonic and supersonic
flutter of nonplanar and interacting lifting surfaces such as T-tails (e.g., see ref. 1). However,
at transonic Mach numbers, where flutter speeds are generally the lowest and most critical to
high-speed aircraft designs, complex shock patterns significantly affect the interacting llow
fields about such surfaces and make flutter analyses difficult and uncertain. Experimental
flutter data are needed by aircraft designers to estimate transonic Mach number effects and
to correlate with analysis. However, availableexperimental T-tail flutter data are limited,
particularly for antisymmetric flutter. The purpose of this paper is to present some addi-
tional experimental trends on transonic T-tail flutter.
Reported herein are the results of a transonic flutter investigation of the T-tail of a
wide body, multijet, cargo/transport airplane. A number of transonic flutter studies of T-tail
models of a similar but smaller airplane (refs. 2 to 4) had generatedconsiderabledata on
symmetric flutter but little data on antisymmetric flutter. The emphasisin the present studies
was to establish the transonic shapeof the antisymmetric-flutter-speedboundary and to provide
design trends for both antisymmetric and symmetric flutter. The flutter experimentswere
conducted in the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel in Freon-12 at Mach numbers from about
0.4 to 1.02.
The models used in the present investigationwere 1/13-sizewith the T-tail, fuselage,
and iriboard portion of the wing geometrically, dynamically, and elastically scaled. Two dif-
ferent, interchangeablemodels of the T-tail (comprising the horizontal and vertical tail) were
flutter tested. One model representedthe nominal design stiffness and included the elevators
and rudders. The purposeof the design-stiffnessmodel was to provide flutter-clearancedata.
It was found that the antisymmetric-flutter-speedboundary for this T-tail had an unusual and
unexpected shapeat transonic speeds,resulting in a flutter boundary very close to the air-
plane flutter-clearanceenvelope. In order to demonstratea greater margin of safety, the
design-stiffnessmodel was also tested with a stiffened fin spar.
In an effort to determine the causeof the unusual transonic antisymmetric-flutter
boundary as well as to determineparametric trends, a secondT-tail model having roughly one-
half the nominal designstiffnessesand having the control-surfacearea integral with the main
tail surfaceswas tested. This reduced-stiffnessmodel was investigatedwith (1) the stabilizer
dihedral angle increasedfrom -5 ° to 0°, (2) a changein the wing and forward-fuselageshape
(in order to reduce the aerodynamic interferenceon the T-tail from these surfaces),and
(3) an altered nose shapeof the fin-stabilizer juncture fairing (in order to obtain a sharper
peak in the empennage cross-sectional area distribution). These parameters were selected with
a veiw of matching the present model more closely to the test conditions of the model of
reference 3. Following the antisymmetric studies, the effects of varying stabilizer pitch stiff-
ness on the symmetric-flutter characteristics of the reduced-stiffness model were investigated.
SYMBOLS
Values are presented in both SI and U.S. Customary Units.
culations were made in U.S. Customary Units.
The measurements and cal-
bf fin semichordat fin root, 0.3627 m (1.190 ft)
b S
El
fe
ff
stabilizer semichord at plane of symmetry, 0.2444 m (0.8017 ft)
bending stiffness, kN-m 2 (lbf-in 2)
natural frequency of elevator rotation, Hz
flutter frequency, Hz
fm natural frequency of horizontal-tail pitch mode for complete model (see table V(b)),
Hz
fp
fr
natural frequency of horizontal-tail pitch mode for empennage cantilevered at fin
root (see table V(b)), ttz
natural frequency of rudder rotation. Hz
ft natural frequency of fin first-torsion mode for empennage cantilevered at fin root,
Hz
f0
GJ
uncoupled pitch frequency of horizontal tail,
torsional stiffness, kN-m 2, (lbf-in 2)
structural damping coefficient
1 /K0
lea
Ihl
l o
mass moment of inertia of stabilizer section or fin section about its elastic axis,
kg-m 2 (slug-ft 2)
o
mass moment of inertia of elevator or rudder about its hinge axis, kg-m _
(slug-ft 2)
mass molnent of inertia of forward fin-stabilizer juncture fairing and enclosed
stabilizer or complete horizontal tail (including elevators and forward portion of
fin-stabilizer juncture fairing) in pitch about horizontal-tail pivot axis, kg-m 2
(slug-ft 2)
massmoment of inertia of horizontal tail (including elevatorsand forward portion
of fin-stabilizer juncture fairing) in roll about intersection of stabilizer horizontal
plane and plane of symmetry, kg-m2 (slug-ft2)
IV
K0
M
m e
mass moment of inertia of horizontal tail (including elevators and forward portion
of fin-stabilizer juncture fairing) in yaw about a vertical axis through intersection
f slug_ft 2)of fin elastic axis and stabilizer horizontal plane, kg-m 2 ,,
horizontal-tail pitch-spring stiffness, m-N/rad (in-lbf/rad)
Mach number
total mass of empennage, kg (slugs)
m h total mass of horizontal tail (including elevators and forward portion of fin-
stabilizer juncture fairing). For configurations D1 and Dl-s, m h = 2.798 kg
(0.1917 slug); for configurations R1, Rl-d, Rl-w, R2, R3, and R4,
m h = 2.345 kg (0.1606 slug); for configuration Rl-b, m h = 2.571 kg
(0.1762 slug)
m V
q
NRe
total mass of vertical tail (including rudder and aft portion of fin-stabilizer
juncture fairing), kg (slugs)
dynamic pressure, kN/m 2 (lbf/ft 2)
Reynolds number per unit length, m -1 (ft -1)
Sea mass unbalance of stabilizer section or fin section about its elastic axis, kg-m
(slug-f t)
Shl mass unbalance of elevator or rudder about its hinge axis, kg-m (slug-ft)
V free-stream velocity, m/s (ft/sec)
V
a F
volume of a conical frustum having horizontal-tail root chord as base diameter,
horiz0ntal-tail tip chord as upper diameter, and horizontal-tail semispan as height,
0.1495 m 3 (5.28 ft 3)
angle of attack of fuselage measured at model center of gravity, deg
as angleof attack of horizontal stabilizer, deg
(_S
/a
p
Subscript:
incidence angle of horizontal stabilizer relative to the reference stabilizer chord
plane, deg
nondimensional distance along elastic axis (spar center line) of fin or stabilizer
measured from elastic-axis root, fraction of elastic-axis length
mass-density ratio of horizontal tail, mh/2pv
test-medium density, kg/m 3 (slugs/ft 3)
O nominal design condition
Abbreviations
BE buttock line, cm (in.)
FS fuselage station, cm (in.)
WL water line, cm (in.)
MODELS
General Description
The basic model used in this investigation was a 1/13-size version of a wide-body, multi-
jet, cargo/transport airplane. Sketches and photographs of the basic model and modifications
are presented in figures 1 and 2. Some geometric properties are listed in table I along with
those of a T-tail flutter model (ref. 3) which had been extensively flutter tested. Note that
the two models have many similar properties, the major exceptions being the horizontal--
tail dihedral angle and the taper ratio of the vertical tail.
The T-tail, fuselage, and inboard wing of the present model (figs. l(a) and 2(a)) were
geometrically, dynamically, and elastically scaled in an effort to simulate the Mach number,
mass ratio, and reduced frequency of the airplane in the atmosphere with the model in Freon.
As constructed, the models were considerably overweight. Consequently, at the llutter clear-
ance envelope, the mass-density ratio and reduced frequency for the model were about 2.48
and 1.81 times, respectively,those for the airplane. The outboard wing and engine nacelles
of the airplane were representedon the model by a single masson each wing tip so that the
first two vibration modes of the airplane wing were roughly simulated.
Two different, interchangeablemodels of the T-tail were used and are designatedas
design-stiffnessempennageand reduced-stiffnessempennage(figs. l(b) and l(c)). The design-
stiffness empennagerepresentedthe nominal designstiffnessesfor the complete model and
included elevatorsand rudders (fig. 2(c)). The reduced-stiffnessempennagerepresentedabout
one-half the nominal designstiffness of only the horizontal tail and vertical tail and had
control-surfacearea integral with the primary surfaces(fig. 2(d)).
The model configurations investigatedare listed in table II. The model configurations
have been divided into two groups, those that used the design-stiffnessempennage(table II(a))
and those that used the reduced-stiffnessempennage(table II(b)). For simplicity, the model
configurations have been given coded designations. In this code, the letter D or R indicates
that a design-stiffness empennage or a reduced-stiffness empennage, respectively, was used.
Following this is a number that indicates the horizontal-tail pitch spring used. When present,
the letters b, d, s, or w indicate a variation from the nominal condition. For example, the
Rl-d configuration represented the reduced-stiffness empennage with pitch spring 1, and dif-
fered from the nominal condition by having a stabilizer dihedral angle of 0 ° instead of the
nominal -5 ° .
The design-stiffness empenuage configurations (table II(a)) consisted of the nominal design
configuration (D1) and the final design configuration (Dl-s) which had a stiffened fin spar.
The reduced-stiffness empennage configurations (table II(b)) consisted of the basic nominal con-
figuration (R1) and of modified R1 configurations with a dihedral angle of 0 ° (Rl-d), with a
change in the wing and forward-fuselage shape (Rl-w), and with a change in the shape of the
fin-stabilizer juncture fairing (Rl-b), and also of configurations with various weakened stabilizer
pitch springs (R2, R3, and R4).
Construction
The model was built using a spar-and-pod technique. In each component, a single metal
spar provided the required bending and torsional stiffnesses and lightweight pine and balsa pods
gave the required shape. The balsa contour sections were covered with doped silk span. Lead
weights were glued in the pods to yield the required mass and inertia properties. Gaps
between the pods were aerodynamically sealed with sponge rubber. The construction technique
was similar to that for the model of reference 3.
Stabilizer and fin.- Two different, interchangeable T-tail models were constructed, a
design-stiffness and a reduced-stiffness model. The stabilizer and fin are shown in figures l(b)
and l(c). Note that in the typical sectional areas of the reduced-stiffness empennage there
are no separate control surfaces and also that the spars were different in cross section from
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those of the design-stiffnessmodel. The tubular sparsof the reduced-stiffnessmodel proved to
be very durable for flutter testing. The stiffer-than-designfin spar (spar S) used with the D l-s
configuration was similar in cross section to the twin-cell, box-type spar used with the design-
stiffness model (fig. l(c)).
The stabilizer was attached to the vertical tail by two aluminum bracket arms with
self-alining, ball-bearing pivots which fitted on a lateral shaft mounted at the top of the fin
spar. The stabilizer could be remotely trimmed in pitch relative to the fin {i.e., vary 6 s
by means of a jack screw driven through an articulated shaft by an electric motor located in
the fuselage (see figs. l(c) and l(d))). The jack screw was attached to the stabilizer through
an interchangeable metal bar spring (the stabilizer pitch spring) which simulated the stiffness
of the pitch-trim actuator. A number of these springs of various stiffnesses were available.
The stabilizer dihedral angle was changed from -5 ° to 0 ° by inserting a wedge between the
left and right stabilizer spars at the spar juncture.
The fin-stabilizer junction area was enclosed by a fairing of balsa wood covered with
doped silk. The aft portion of the fairing was attached to the upper fin airfoil section and
the forward portion was attached to and moved with the stabilizer. (In constrast, the fairing
on the model of ref. 3 was attached entirely to the horizontal tail.) The gap between the
forward and rear sections of the fairing was sealed with flexible tape. For one configuration
(Rl-b), an additional bulbous section of hollow balsa was added to the fairing nose (fig. 2(d)).
The added nose section was symmetrical about the fairing longitudinal axis and had a maxi-
mum diameter of about 16.5 cm (6.5 in.).
Control surfaces.- Split control surfaces were used on the design-stiffness empennage.
The elevator and rudder spars were constructed of a thin metal tube surrounded by balsa
which formed the leading edge of the control. The contours were built up of pine and balsa
ribs covered with doped Japanese tissue. Control-surface rotational stiffnesses were obtained
by use of leaf spring flexures (figs. l(b) and l(c)). Only the outboard elevators were mass
balanced.
Fuselage and wings.- The fuselage had a tubular aluminum spar with the pod skin and
bulkheads made of balsa and pine (figs. l(a) and l(d)). The model fuselage spar scaled the
vertical bending, lateral bending, and torsional stiffness of the airplane fuselage (fig. 3(a)).
The stub wings were built with an aluminum spar and with the outer skin and ribs of balsa
wood. An aluminum plate about 2.5 cm (1 in.) thick was mounted on each wing tip and
simulated the mass properties of the outer wing and engine nacelles on the airplane.
For the reduced-stiffness configuration Rl-w (fig. 2(b)), the contours of the fuselage
forward of the wing, the wing airfoils, and the wing-tip plate were removed. A balsa nose
section was installed in the fuselage spar and a balsa section was built to provide a faired
surface from the fuselage spar to the forward section of the remaining fuselage. Concentrated
weights were added to give the same overall model center of gravity. Wooden wedges were
added to the leading and trailing edgesof the wing sparsand the spar and wedgeswrapped
with fiberglasscloth to reduce the drag of the bare spar. The wing-tip masswas replacedby
a strut and beam having about the samemassand inertial properties.
Mounting cage.-The model was mounted in the center of the tunnel on a mounting
cagesupported by steel cables(fig. l(d)). Vertical translation motion of the model was per-
mitted by springs located in the upper and lower mounting cablesbut exterior to the test
section. The mounting cage was made of aluminum and consistedof an upper and lower
plate joined by a yoke that extended around the fuselagespar (fig. l(d)). The model fuselage
was attached to the cageby four lengths of 0.478-cm (0.188-in.) diameter music wire with
one upper and one lower wire clampedat each of two points on the fuselageabout the cen-
ter of gravity. These four music wires supported the model and allowed limited motion in
pitch, fore-and-aft translation, yaw, roll, and side translation. Springswere attached between
the yoke and the fuselagespar to relieve the drag loads on the wires. With the exception of
the upper and lower cable mounting posts, the entire cagewas enclosedwithin the model
fuselagecontours (figs. l(a) and 2(a)).
Instrumentation
Electric resistance-wirestrain gageswere mounted near the root of the stabilizer, fin, and
wing spars to indicate static and oscillatory deflections in bending and torsion. Strain gages
were also mounted on the rudder and elevator rotation springs to indicate angular deflections.
Nominal stabilizer incidenceangleswere measuredby potentiometers connected to the actuator
drive motors. In determining the stabilizer incidence angle, static deflections of tile pitch
spring and fin structure were not accounted for but were considerednot to be significant.
Strain gageswere attached to the aft-fuselagespar in order to indicate deflections in vertical
bending, lateral bending, and torsion. All inclinometer and an accelerometerwere mounted
near the model center of gravity to determine the fuselagepitch angle and vertical translational
motion, respectively. All electrical leadswere combined into a single umbilical cord and car-
ried down the lower mounting cable. Tufts of yarn were attached to the surfacesof the
vertical and horizontal tail for flow visualization (figs. 2(c) and 2(d)).
PhysicalProperties
Mass and stiffness.- Mass and stiffness properties of the model configurations are given in
tables Ill and IV and in figure 3. The model configurations D1 and Dl-s have the same mass
properties. All the reduced-stiffness configurations (R-series) have the same mass properties
with the exception of Rl-b which had the added nose section on the fin-stabilizer juncture
fairing. The stiffnesses of the various stabilizer pitch springs (table IV) were measured sepa-
rately from the model and therefore do not include the flexibility of the pitch actuator or
model structure.
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Vibration frequencies and node lines.- Presented in table V(a) are the antisymmetrJc-
and symmetric-mode natural frequencies for the complete model mounted in the tunnel and
for the empennages cantilevered at the fin root. Nodal patterns associated with these fre-
quencies are shown in figure 4.
The R1 and D1 empennages were originally designed to be basically similar except for
stiffness level. Therefore, the two models would be expected to have similar vibration modes
but different frequency levels. In order to show how closely the two models are related, the
frequencies of the R1 model have been adjusted to account for this difference in stiffness
level (and also mass differences that occurred in construction) by multiplying each R1 model
frequency by the ratio of the fin first-torsion frequencies for the D1 and R1 models
/
(Ratio - _9--_L - 1.13). Although this frequency adjustment factor is lower than would be
predicted based on the reduction in fin-spar stiffness alone (the R1 model has about one-half
the stiffness of the D1 model (fig. 3(b)), the horizontal tail of the R1 model was also con-
siderably lighter and had lower inertias (table llI(a)) than the D1 model. These adjusted fre-
quencies are included in table V for both the complete model and the cantilevered model. It can
be seen that for most of the primary modes the R1 model matches the D1 model fairly well.
Only a limited number of modes for the D l-s model were measured. It was surprising
to find that the increase in torsional stiffness of the fin spar between the D1 and D l-s models
was not reflected in the fin torsion frequencies measured for the complete models. In con-
trast, the cantilevered-model frequencies increased as expected. For this reason, the fin torsion
frequencies for the cantilevered condition were used in normalizing the antisymmetric-flutter
results.
Of the Rl-series model configurations, only the frequencies of the basic R1 model were
actually measured, and the remaining models in that series were assumed to have the same
frequencies. An attempt was made to isolate and measure the frequency of the stabilizer
pitch mode for the various pitch springs and the results are shown in table V(b) and are also
included in figure 11.
APPARATUS AND TESTS
Tunnel
The studies were conducted in the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel Which has a
4.88-m-square (16-ft) test section (with cropped c0rners/. The ttmnel is a returnqlow.
slotted-throat wind tunnel. It is a variable-pressure tunnel and can be operated at stagnation
pressures from near vacuum to slightly above atmospheric and at Mach numbers from 0 to
1.2. Mach number and dynamic pressure can be varied independently with either a_r or
Freon-12 (dichlorodifluoromethane) used-as a test medium. The present study was made using
Freon. The tunnel is equippedwith four quick-openingbypassvalveswhich can be opened
when flutter occurs in order to reduce rapidly the dynamic pressureand Mach number in the
test section.
Mount System
The model was supported in the tunnel by a cable-springsystem so that the model
rigid-body frequencieswere low relative to the T-tail structural vibration modes considered
important to flutter. Photographsof the model in the tunnel are shown in figures 2(a)
and 2(b), and a sketch of the mounting systemis shown in figure l(d). The model was sup-
ported in the tunnel by cableswhich were attached to the upper and lower posts of the
mounting cage describedpreviously (seesection entitled "Models"). Springs in cables 1 and 2
(fig. l(d)) allowed freedom of the model in vertical translation whereasflexure of the four
vertical music wires which connectedthe model fuselageto the mounting cage permitted
model motion in roll, pitch, yaw, and lateral and longitudinal translation. Drag loads on the
music wires were relieved by two springswhich connected the side plates of the mounting
cage to the fuselage(fig. l(d)) and also by a continuous cable (cable 7) which extended for-
ward from the model. Exterior to the test section, cable 7 passedbetween friction plates
which were used to provide damping in yaw to the model. Also used but not shown in
figure l(d) were four vertical cables (snubbers) which were used to restrain the model in the
center of the tunnel. These cables were attached top and bottom near the front and aft end
of the fuselage spar. The snubbers were normally slack during testing and were engaged in
emergency situations such as unusually violent flutter. They were also engaged during the
tests to measure the effects of stabilizer incidence angle on flutter in an attempt to restrain
the fuselage at a nearly constant angle of attack.
Tests
Equipment.- During the tests, strain-gage and accelerometer signals from the model were
continuously recorded on direct readout recorders and magnetic tape. Visual records of model
and tuft behavior were provided by high-speed motion pictures taken from the sides and from
the rear. The tunnel test conditions, stabilizer incidence angle, and fuselage angle of attack
were digitized and printed automatically. The purity of the Ereon varied during the tests
between 88 to 96 percent by volume (97 to 99 percent by weight).
Pro_c_edure.- Prior to testing, the model angle of attack ctF and the stabilizer incidence
angle 5 s were nominally 0 °. During the test as the dynamic pressure was increased, the
model tended to rise in the tunnel because of lift on the wing sections. This was counter-
acted by trimming with the horizontal tail. The test procedure that evolved represented a
compromise between keeping the loads and angle changes on the stabilizer to a minimum,
while keeping the model within reasonable position limits in the tunnel. For one model
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configuration, the stabilizer incidence angle was purposely varied about 2° to determine its
effect on the antisymmetric-flutter speedwhile attempting to maintain a constant fuselage
angleof attack by engagingthe snubbercables.
The tests were limited to Mach numbers less than 1.02 which was sufficient to cover
the transonic dip in flutter speedas well as to exceed the design limit of the airplane. The
test dynamic pressureswere limited to less than 7.2 kN/m2 (150 lbf/ft 2) for lnodel structural
safety.
The test procedure was to set a given stagnationpressurein the tunnel and vary the
Mach number (and dynamic pressure)from a low subsonicvalue up to conditions where the
model fluttered or the limit Mach number (or limit dynamic pressure)was reached. At flut-
ter, the bypassvalves were opened to reduce quickly the dynamic pressureand Mach number
in the test section. The stagnationpressureof each Mach number sweepwas varied succes-
sively from a low value up to higher valuesuntil the flutter boundary was sufficiently defined
or until the limit dynamic pressurewas reachedwithout flutter. Basic model frequencieswere
checkedperiodically to insure againstvisually undetectedmodel damage. The present test pro-
cedure was similar to that describedin reference3.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Presentationof Results
The experimental results of the present studies are compiled in table VI, and some of
the results are plotted in figures 5 to 1 1. In figures 6, 7, and 10 the results are presented
as the variations with Mach number of the basic nondimensional flutter parameters which
include mass-density ratio /x, the flutter frequency ratio ff/ft (or ff/fp), and the flutter-
speed index bfl,2rrft,/7[ or bs(2rrfp-- - The nondimensional flutter-speed index is used to
correlate data obtained with models of different stiffness and/or mass levels. The flutter-speed-
index curves represent stability boundaries; with the stable region (no flutter) below the curves.
In forming these nondimensional parameters, the reference frequencies used were those mea-
sured for the cantilevered model because they best reflected the variations in the fin-spar tor-
sional stiffnesses and stabilizer pitch-spring stiffnesses. The mass-density ratio /x values were
formed using the horizontal-tail mass and its enclosed volume. (See g, m h, and v in the
Symbols.)
\
An tisymmetric-Flutter Studies
General comments.- The antisymmetric flutter of the present model configurations involved
primarily fin bending and torsion with accompanying stabilizer bending and yaw. The flutter
frequencies were between the natural vibration frequencies of the fin first-bending and fin first-
torsion modes. Generally, the flutter was preceded by a short period of low damping and
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rapidly built up to large amplitudes. In one instance, the flutter amplitudes were sufficiently
large to causea permanentbend and twist in the fin spar of a reduced-stiffnessconfiguration.
Tile spar was subsequentlystraightenedand reusedsuccessfully. This type of spar construction
proved to be very durable for flutter testing.
[t is known that the stabilizer angle of attack, and hence static aerodynamic loads on
the horizontal tail, may have an appreciableeffect on a T-tail antisymmetric flutter speed.
For example, low-speedwind-tunnel tests of other T-tails (refs. 3, 5, and 6) indicated a 4 to
6 percent reduction in flutter speedper degreeincreasein stabilizer angle of attack. The sta-
bilizer angle of attack as obtained by summing the fuselageangle of attack aF and the
stabilizer incidence angle 6s is given in table VI. These tabulated as values show only a
small variation for each configuration becausea changein as was largely offset by a change
m ctF in the opposite direction. 1 Therefore, although stabilizer angle of attack is recognized
as an important parameter in antisymmetric flutter, it is not accounted for in the subsequent
discussion of the present results. In the present tests, an attempt was made to maintain a
constant stabilizer incidence angle ('2 °) for most of the antisymmetric-flutter points except
those for the Rl-w configuration, which had no wing airfoil sections. Limited tests were
made to evaluate the effect of stabilizer incidence angle and are discussed in a subsequent
section.
Basic configurations.- Ill figure 5, the experimental flutter boundaries obtained for model
configurations D1, Dl-s, and R1 are compared with the airplane flutter clearance envelope (i.e.,
the envelope required to be demonstrated as free from flutter). The boundaries are shown as
the variation with Mach number of the dynamic pressures required for flutter. Experimental
no-flutter points are included as an aid in defining the flutter boundaries. Note that the
flutter-boundary dip near M = 0.92 of the nominal design T-tail configuration D1 lies very
close to the airplane clearance envelope. Because this flutter-boundary dip could conceivably
occur at slightly lower Mach numbers for the airplane T-tail and thus fall within the clearance
envelope, a new fin spar, stiffened in torsion by about 33 percent, was designed and tested.
This model configuration, Dl-s, was shown (fig. 5) to have ample flutter clearance. As
expected, the reduced-stiffness model R1 had a much lower flutter boundary.
At Mach numbers less than 0.92, all three model configurations had what is considered
typical experimental transonic-flutter boundaries, that is, the flutter dynamic pressures progressively
decreased with increasing Mach number. However, above M = 0.92 all three flutter bound-
aries dropped sharply to a minimum near M = 0.98. For the R1 model, the flutter dynamic
pressure decreased about 44 percent from M = 0.92 to 0.98, and sizable but less percentage
drops of about 40 percent and 25 percent were indicated for the D1 and Dl-s models, respec-
tively. (These percentage drops for the D1 and DI-s models were based on the no-flutter
1The actual stabilizer angle of •attack was, of course, also affected by the aft-fuselage
bending slope, the wing downwash, and the fin aerodynamic interference. Therefore, the a s
values in table V! are only roughly rePresentative values.
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points and are the maximum possiblevalues.) It was this unusual dip that necessitatedthe
stiffer fin spar (and thus heavier airplane tail weight) to clear this T-tail design.
The basic nondimensionalflutter parametersfor theseconfigurations are plotted in fig-
ure 6. The overall transonic drop in flutter speedvaried from a 29-percent to less than a
25-percent reduction in flutter speedfrom the low-speed(M = 0.7) value. The plot of the
flutter frequency ratio ff/ft shows that a slight shift in the modal coupling at flutter for the
Dl-s model may have occurred, possibly the result of increasingonly the fin torsional stiffness.
In spite of this and the variations in massratio /x of the three models, there is good agree-
meat in the Mach number trend of the flutter-speed index (2rrVt)_/_/_), and the steep dip atM = 0.92 is still very evident, bf
One factor that should be considered in interpreting the present unusual flutter boundary
is possible wind-tunnel-wall interference. In reference 7, flutter speeds of wall-mounted models
were shown to have been affected by model size and some model-to-tunnel size limits for
transonic flutter testing were recommended. The present empennage is within those recom-
mended limits but the complete model, which includes wings and fuselage as well, was some-
what oversize. Using the complete-model-size parameters, a crude estimate of tunnel-wall effects
on flutter was made based on reference 8 and tile estimated correction to the subsonic flutter
speed was about 1 percent which was within the experiinental scatter of the present tests.
Tunnel-wall interference would be expected to have a gradually increasing effect as sonic speed
was approached (refs. 7 and 8) and, therefore, was not likely to have caused a sharp dip in
flutter speed such as that obtained with the present T-tail at M _ 0.92.
Reference 7 also shows that when the tunnel acoustic-resonance frequencies are near a
model flutter frequency, the tunnel resonances can affect the flutter speeds in a closed (slots-
sealed) tunnel but have no apparent effect in a ventilated (slots-open) tunnel such as the pres-
ent test facility. Admittedly, the present antisymmetric-flutter frequencies are within tile range
of tunnel acoustic-resonance frequencies predicted for the present slotted tunnel with Freon at
Mach numbers from 0.92 to 0.95 (ref. 7). However, based on tile above considerations aqd
past experience with other transonic flutter models, the tunnel resonances are not believed to
affect significantly the present model results.
Because of tile similarity in planform between tile present model and the T-tail model
of reference 3 (see table I), it had been expected that tile antisymmetric-flutter boundaries
would also be somewhat similar. A comparison of the normalized flutter boundaries for this
previously tested model and the present R1 model is presented in figure 8(b), and it may be
seen that the boundary shapes differ significantly, in an effort to determine the possible
cause of the unusual shape of the present-model flutter boundary, as well as to establish addi-
tional flutter design trends, a number of geometric variations were studied which were related
to matching more closely the present model to that of reference 3. Flutter studies were
made with the reduced-stiffness model having (1 an increased stabilizer dihedral angle from
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-5 ° to 0°, (2) an altered wing and forward-fuselageshape,and (3) an altered nose shapeof
the fin-stabilizer juncture fairing. In the following discussionsthe results for each parametric
changeare comparedwith the basic R1 model results.
Effects of varying stabilizer dihedral and incidence angles.- By a relatively simple struc-
tural change, the stabilizer dihedral angle on the reduced-stiffness empennage was increased from
-5 ° to 0 ° to form the Rl-d configuration. The results (fig. 7(a)) show that the Rl-d config-
uration had the same general transonic-flutter-boundary shape as the basic R1 configuration.
For equal stabilizer incidence angles (6 s _ 2o), increasing the stabilizer dihedral angle from
-5 ° to 0 ° decreased the flutter speed about 10 percent at the lower subsonic Mach numbers.
This effect agrees qualitatively with other T-tail flutter experiments and calculations (refs. 6
and 9 to 12). At M > 0.92, however, the dihedral angle had little or no effect on the
flutter speeds, and the same sharp dip in flutter speed was obtained.
An attempt was made to evaluate the effect of stabilizer incidence angle on the flutter.
At each of the two lowest subsonic flutter points, the stabilizer incidence angle was changed
from 2 ° to 0 °, and the model tested to flutter. The snubber cables, which were attached to
the front and rear of the fuselage, were also engaged for these test points in an effort to
prevent any fuselage rotation in pitch. Unfortunately, the snubbers proved to be ineffective and
each change in stabilizer incidence angle was offset by a change in fuselage trim angle (see
table VI(a)). Nevertheless, when the stabilizer incidence was changed from 2 ° to 0 °, the
actual stabilizer lift was decreased and the flutter speed increased about 2 percent for each
degree decrease in stabilizer incidence angle. Because any stabilizer-angle change was effec-
tively reduced by the accompanying fuselage-angle change, the actual effect of stabilizer inci-
dence angle would be greater than the measured 2 percent per degree.
Effects of varying wing shape and forward-fuselage shape.- The wing and forward-fuselage
shapes of the basic R1 model were altered (fig. 2(b)) to resemble the model of reference 3.
Removal of the forward-fuselage contours and wing airfoil sections is believed to have reduced
substantially any aerodynamic interference from these surfaces on the T-tail.
The test results for this configuration (Rl-w) are shown in figure 7(b), and, in general,
the flutter trends were similar to those for the basic R1 model but the Rl-w model fluttered
at higher speeds at the lower subsonic Mach numbers. These higher subsonic flutter speeds
are at least partially due to the differences in the stabilizer incidence angles between the two
tests since with the forward-fuselage contours and wing airfoil sections removed, the model
required lower stabilizer incidence angles for trim (table V|(a)). After accounting for these
incidence-angle differences using the measured results for the Rl-d model, the Rl-w model
still appears to have slightly higher (about 3 or 4 percent) flutter speeds than the R1 model
at the lower subsonic Mach numbers. However, the sharp dip in flutter speed near M = 0.92
remained basically unchanged.
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Effects of varying fin-stabilizer juncture shape.-The Rl-b model configuration consisted
of the basic RI model with a bulbous-shapedsection added to the nose of the strealnlined
fin-stabilizer juncture fairing. The basic and altered fairing shapesare shown in figures 2(c)
and 2(d).
The new fairing shapewas designedfrom tile following considerations. It was observed
(fig. 8(a)) that the empennagearea distribution (cross-sectionalarea taken normal to the longi-
tudinal axis) for the model of reference3 was more peaked than that for the present model.
To obtain a sharper peak in the area distribution for the present model that could be made
simply and quickly, an additional bulbous section was designedand built on the nose of the
fin-stabilizer juncture fairing. The resulting area distribution is shown in figure 8(a).
The test results (fig. 7(c)) show that this fairing changeat least reducedand may have
eliminated the dip in flutter speedbeyond M = 0.92. This dip in flutter speedamounted
to a 24 percent decreasefrom the value at M = 0.92 for the R1 model as comparedwith a
maximum dip of 13 percent for the Rl-b model basedon the no-flutter points. At the sub-
sonic Mach numbers,however, the Rl-b model fluttered at lower speeds.
The flutter-speed index was normalized by the value at M = 0.4 for the R1 and
Rl-b models and the resulting boundariesare presentedin figure 8(b) along with that for the
T-tail model of reference3. (For this comparison, tile normalized boundary for the R1 model
was formed from a straight-line extrapolation to M = 0.4 of the flutter-speed-indexboundary
presentedin the bottom plot of fig. 6.) The comparisonshows tile basically different tran-
sonic boundary shapesbetween the present R1 model and the model of reference3. Note
that the boundary for the Rl-b model appearsto be somewhatof a mean between the other
two boundarieswith a considerablyreduced overall transonic drop in flutter speed.
Thus, although the subsonic flutter speedswere reduced, the overall effect of the fairing
changeon the flutter was favorable becausethe minimum transonic flutter speedwas raised
considerably (fig. 7(c)). Also, the overall transonic drop in flutter speedwas much less with
the fairing change(fig. 8(b)). The present altered fairing shapemay be unacceptablefrom an
aerodynamicpoint of view; nevertheless,area distribution of the empennageand especiallyof
the juncture fairing may be a promising subject of future flutter studies.
Symmetric-Flutter Studies
General comments.-Symmetric-flutter studies were made of three model configurations,
designatedR2, R3, and R4, which consistedof the basic reduced-stiffnessempennagewith
three different stabilizer pitch springshaving less-than-nominalpitch stiffness. The transonic
shapeof tile symmetric-flutter boundary was defined with the R3 configuration and limited
tests were made with both a stiffer (R2) and weaker (R4) pitch spring to establish flutter
trends. The experimental results are compiled in table VI(b) and plotted in figures 9 to 11.
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Included in these plots are two points selectedfrom the antisymmetric data for the
Rl-w model to indicate no-symmetric-flutter points for the nominal stabilizer pitch stiffness.
Transonic-flutter-boundaryshape.-A symmetric-flutter boundary was establishedfor the
R3 configuration (fig. 9) and indicates that the dynamic pressure q required for flutter
decreasedat least 60 percent as the Mach number increasedfrom 0.4 to 0.82, with the mini-
mum flutter q near M = 0.82. The equivalent drop in flutter-speedindex was about
34 percent (fig. 10). Note that values of the mass-densityratio /a for the R3 configuration
vary considerablyover the Mach number range (fig. 10). Since the symmetric flutter speedof
a T-tail is a function of massratio, especiallyat low /a-values (see ref. 2), this large drop in
flutter speed is probably caused by the variations in mass ratio as well as in Mach number.
Limited results obtained with the R2 and R4 configurations indicate the flutter-boundary
shapes for these configurations are probably similar to that for the R3 model with minimum
flutter speeds also near M = 0.82 (fig. 9). However, the data for the three spring stiff-
nesses were not correlated well by the flutter-speed index (fig. 10). These differences may be
caused by a shifting in the structural mode coupling at flutter as suggested by the spread in
the ff/fp ratios, although such a shift was not visually detected. The symmetric flutter for
all models appeared to involve stabilizer pitching, stabilizer bending, and to a lesser extent aft-
fuselage vertical bending.
Effect of varying stabilizer pitch stiffness.- The experimental results show (fig. 9) that,
as expected, increasing the pitch stiffness raised the symmetric-flutter dynamic pressure. The
effects of varying the stabilizer pitch-spring stiffness K 0 on the flutter q and related
model vibration frequencies are shown in figure 11. The flutter dynamic pressures used in
this plot were obtained from the curves and no-flutter data of figure 9 at Mach numbers of
0.7 and 0.8. The trends indicate that the flutter q varies nearly linearly with pitch stiff-
ness up to the higher stiffness values. However, the stabilizer pitch frequencies for the canti-
levered model fp and for the complete model fm do not follow the- expected uncoupled
frequency f0 trend above certain stiffness levels. This leveling off in fp and fm was
attributed to either reaching an effective pitch stiffness level which was limited by the flexi-
bility in the pitch drive system or the result of some unusual modal coupling so that a new
low-frequency vibration mode was identified as the stabilizer pitch mode. The flutter fre-
quencies ff also appear to level off similarly to the fm curve, but no such effect was
noted in the flutter q which continued to increase up to the highest stiffness level tested.
CONCLUSIONS
Flutter studies of the T-tail of a wide-body, multijet, cargo/transport airplane have been
conducted in the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel at Mach numbers M up to 1.02. The
flutter model was a 1/13-size, scaled version of the empennage, fuselage, and inboard wing
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portion of the airplane. Two interchangeableT-tails were used; namely, a design-stiffness
model having scaledcontrol surfaces,and a reduced-stiffnessmodel having about one-half the
scalednominal stiffnesseswith control-surfacearea made integral with the primary surfaces.
The antisymmetric-flutter results of the T-tail models tested with various parametric
changesindicate the following conclusions:
1. The antisymmetric-flutter-speedboundarieswere similar for the design-stiffnessmodel,
the design-stiffnessmodel with a stiffened fin spar, and the basic reduced-stiffnessmodel. The
overall transonic drop in the flutter-speedboundariesof thesemodels varied from a 29-percent
to less than a 25-percent reduction from the low-speed(M = 0.7) value, with the minimum
flutter speedoccurring near M = 0.98.
2. Over half of the total transonic drop in the antisymmetric-flutter-speedboundaries
occurred in an unusual sharp dip between M = 0.92 and 0.98. On one model configuration,
this dip was at least reducedand may have been eliminated by the addition of a bulbous-
shapedsection to the streamlined aerodynamicfairing enclosing the fin-stabilizer juncture so as
to provide a sharperpeak in the cross-sectionalarea distribution of the empennage. Area-
distribution effects on T-tail antisymmetric flutter appear to be a promising subject for future
study.
3. Changingthe dihedral angleof the horizontal tail from -5° (nominal) to 0° decreased
the antisymmetric flutter speedsat the lower subsonicMach numbers but had little effect at
the higher Mach numbers. At M = 0.7, decreasingthe horizontal-tail incidence angle from 2°
to 0° increasedthe flutter speedat least about 2 percent per degree.
4. Removing the wing airfoil sectionsand forward-fuselagecontours (leaving essentially
only the structural spars) in order to reduce the aerodynamic interference from thesesurfaces
on the T-tail increasedslightly the antisymmetric flutter speedsat the lower subsonicMach
numbers.
The symmetric-flutter results of the T-tail model tests with reducedstiffness of the sta-
bilizer pitch spring indicate these additional conclusions:
5. The symmetric-flutter-speedboundary indicated a reduction in flutter speedof about
34 percent from the low-speed(M = 0.4) value, with the minimum _lutter speedoccurring
near M = 0.82. This large reduction in flutter speedis probably causedby the variations in
model mass-densityratio as well as in Mach number.
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6. Flutter trends were establishedshowing the effect of varying stabilizer pitch stiffness.
The results indicate the dynamic pressurerequired for symmetric flutter increasesnearly
linearly with stabilizer pitch stiffness and at about the samerate at M = 0.7 and 0.8.
Langley ResearchCenter
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration
Hampton, Va. 23665
October 23, 1975
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TABLE I.-GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
Present model a Model of ref. 3
Horizontal tail:
Stabilizer with elevator:
4.74
Aspect ratio ...........................
24.6
Sweepback angle of quarter-chord line, deg ......... ".....
0.37
Taper ratio ...........................
Airfoil section (streamwise) .................... NACA 0010.5 (modified)
Dihedral angle (negative tip down), deg ................
Mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft) ..................
Elastic-axis location, fraction of horizontal-tail local chord (streamwise)
Pitch pivot-axis, fraction of horizontal-tail chord at BL 0.0 (streamwise)
Elevator:
Number per side .........................
Exposed area, fraction of horizontal-tail area .............
Hinge axis, fraction of horizontal-tail local chord (streamwise) ......
-5.0
0.359 (1.18)
0.32
0.59
5.22
25
0.37
NACA 64A010
0.0
0.350 (1.15)
0.40
0.60
2 1
0.27 0.23
0.66 0.75
Vertical tail:
Fin with rudderl
Aspect ratio ..........................
Sweepback angle of quarter-chord line, deg ..............
Taper ratio ...........................
Airfoil section (streamwise) ...................
Mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft) ..................
Elastic-axis location, fraction of vertical-tail local chord (streamwise) ....
1.24 1.24
34.9 35
0.80 0.61
NACA 0013 (modified) NACA 64A012
0.656 (2.15) 0.632 (2.07)
0.37 0.39
Rudder:
Number ......... • .........
Exposed area, fraction of vertical-tail area ...............
Hinge axis, fraction of vertical-tail local chord (streamwise) .......
2 1
0.24 0.20
0.71 0.77
aControl-surface area made integral with main surface for present reduced-stiffness empennage configurations.
TABLE II.- SUMMARY OF MODEL CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Stabilizer
Configuration Fin Pitch f0,
spar Spar spring Hz
(a) (b)
D1 D D 1 58.9
Dl-s S D 1 58.9
(a) Design-stiffness empennage configurations
Rudder
Upper
fr,
Hz
81.9
I
g
0.055
Lower
fr _
g
Hz
41.6 0.130
! I
Inboard elevators Outboard elevators
Left Right Left Right
fe' re, fe' fe,
g g g
Hz Hz Hz Hz
95.7 I 0.037 83.5 0.080 1112.5 [ 0.056 113.2 I
Assumed same as D1 configuration
t 1 I I [ l I I
g
0.046
)
(b) Reduced-stiffness empennage configurations having control-surface area integral with main surfaces
Test variables
Stabilizer Shape of
Configuration Fin Stabilizer Shape of stabilizer-fin Comments
spar spar Pitch f0' Dihedral, wing and juncture
(a) (c) (c) spring Hz deg fuselage fairing
R1 R R 1 65.8 -5 Nominal Nominal Basic reduced-stiffness configuration.
Rl-d [ 0 Nominal ] Reduced stabilizer dihedral angle to 0 °.
Rl-w _ -5 Altered _ Altered wing and forward-fuselage shapes.
Rl-b I i ' 50.1 -5 Nominal Altered Altered nose shape of stabilizer-fin juncture fairing.
R2 R R 2 58.7 -5 Nominal Nominal
R3R4 1 1 43 372i27.2 ,. [ )Reduced stiffness of stabilizer pitch spring.
aD indicates design-stiffness empennage configuration; R indicates reduced-stiffness empennage configuration. The number designates pitch
spring used s indicates variation in fin-spar stiffness; d, stabilizer dihedral angle: w, altered wing and forward-fuselage shape; and b, altered
stabilizer-fin fairing shape.
bFin spar S is stiffer than spar D in overall GJ and EI by about 33 and 7 percent, respectively.
CFin spar R and stabilizer spar R are roughly one-half as stiff as corresponding spar D in both overall GJ and EI.
|,.O
•I _ :_/•_ _•i¸_ _i!!/_¸_ ! iii i_i•i•!_ ...._ _¸
t..)
t_
TABLE III.- MASS PROPERTIES OF MODEL CONFIGURATIONS
(a) Major model components
Total model (configuration D1):
120.28 (8.242)
Mass, kg (slugs) ...................................
FS 268.0 (105.5)
Center of gravity, cm (in.) ..............................
55.57 (3.808)
Fuselage mass, kg (slugs) ................................
Wing and tip weight:
Wing mass (full span), kg (slugs) ............................ 17.50 (1.199)
Tip-weight mass (both sides), kg (slugs) ......................... 36.29 (2.487)
Inertia in roll about fuselage center line, kg-m 2 (slug-ft 2) ................. 64.69 (47.714)
Empennage (configuration DI):
Total empennage mass, me,o, kg (slugs) ........................ 5.455 (0.374)
Vertical-tail mass a, my, o, kg (slugs) .......................... 2.657 (0.182)
Horizontal tailb:
Mass, mh,o, kg (slugs) ..................... .... ..... 2.798 (0.192)
Center of gravity, cm (in.) ............................. FS 567.7 (223.5)
Center of gravity, cm (in.) (estimated) ........... ............. WL 153.7 (60.5)
I0,o ' kg_m 2 (slug_ft 2) ............................... 0.0596 (0.044)
10,o , kg_m 2 (slug_ft2) ............................... 0.3783 (0.279)
i b,o, kg_m 2 (slug_ft2) ............................... 0.3634 (0.268)
Configuration
D1, Dl-s
R1, Rl-d, Rl-w, R2, R3, R4
Rl-b
me/me,o mv/mv,o
Center of gravity
FS, cm
1.000 1.000 567.7
.936 1.041 568.4
.978 1.041 565.2
alncludes a_ portion of stabilizer-fin juncture fNring.
Horizontal tail
(b)
mh/mh,o Io/Io,o I_/I_,o I4_/I4_,o
FS, in.
223.5 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
223.8 .838 .802 .860 .821
222.5 .919 1.385 .932 .830
blncludes full-span horizontal stabilizer, elevators, and forward stabilizer juncture fairing.
TABLI 11I.- MASS 1)ROPtiRTItiS OF MOI)I(L CONFI(,URATIONS
{hi Typical componcnl mass distributions
Fuselage
Section
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
Section limits
I:S. Cnl
Nose to 66.42
66.42 to 97169
97.69 to 127.00
127.00 to 156.21
156.21 to 185.60
185.60 to 224.()9
224.69 to 266.70
266.70 to 296.93
29(_.93 to 327.30
327.30 to 352.68
352.68 to 378.05
378.05 to 404.44
404.44 to 429.84
429.84 to 457.20
457.20 to 488.47
488.47 to 519.71
519.71 to Tail
FS. in.
Nose to 26.15
26.15 to 38.46
38.46 to 50.00
50.00 to 61.50
61.50 to 73.07
73.07 to 88.46
88.4(_ to 105.00
05.00 to 1165)0
16.90 to 128.80
28.86 to 138.85
38.85 [0 148.N4
48.84 to 15q.23
59.23 to 169.23
69.23 to 180.00
180.00 to 192.31
Iq2.31 to 204.61
204.61 to Tail
kg
I .982
3.034
4.650
2.817
2.485
6.196
10.042
7.357
4.731
2.332
1.788
2.010
1.702
1.456
1.179
1.239
.572
Continued
Mass
slugs
0.1358
.2079
.3186
.1930
. 1703
.4246
.6881
.504 I
,3242
.1598
.1225
.1377
.1166
.09{)8
.0808
.0849
.0392
Total Nose to tail Nose to tail 55.569 3.8079
l:orward fin-stubilizcr ,iullctute fairing mad enclosed stabilizer
('enter of gI'uvity Mass 10
(" 0 ll fig Urut io n
IT)1, 1) I-s
1>-,1. Rl-d, Rl-w, R2, R3, R4
R I -b
FS. cm FS, in.
553.2 217.8
554.9 218.4
548.8 216.0
kg
0.897
.658
.885
slugs
0.0615
.0451
.0606
kg-m 2
17.57 × 10 -3
17.96
46.67
slug-It-
12.96 x 10 -3
13.25
34.42
23
bO
.ix
Section
1
2
3
Tita156
1 I
3 I
4 I
5 I
6
Total I
TABLE lIl.- MASS PROPERTIES OF MODEL CONFIGURATIONS - Concluded
(b) Typical component mass distributions - Concluded
Configuration D1 (no control surfaces) Configuration R1 (integral control-surface area)
Section limit, Mass Sea lea Mass Sea lea
r?
kg ] slugs kg-m slug-ft kg-m 2 slug_ft 2 kg l slugs kg-m slug-ft kg-m 2 slug -ft2
Fin i
0.0 to 0.0808 0.278 10.0190 [ 1.092 X 10 -3 0.245 X 10 -3 4.039 X IO -3 2.979 × lO -3 0.508 0.0348 ] 8.105 X lO -3:1.822 X I0 -3 7.942 X 10 3 5.858 X lO 3
0.0808 to 0.2492 .355 I .0243 I-3.744 -.842 5.961 4.397 .408 .0280 113.436 3.020 11.226 8.280
0.2492 to 0.4175 .309 I .0212 I 2.083 .468 3.710 2.736 .369 .0253 I 6.193 1.392 7.606 5.610
0.4175 to 0.5858 .291 [ .0199 I-2.522 -.567 3.555 2.622 .344 .0236 I 7.214 1.622 7.619 5.620
0.5858 to 0.7542 .300 I .0206 I .140 .0315 2.681 1.977 .342 .0234 111.328 2,547 8.284 6.110
0.7542 to 1.0 .908 I .0622 124.613 5.53 39.919 29.443 .794 .0544 131.628 7.110 15.277 11.268
0.0 to 1.0 2.441 10.167 I .................................................. 2.765 0.189 I...............................................
Stabilizer (semispan)
0.0833 to 0.2435 0.184 0.0126 2.983 X I0 -3 0.671 X 10 -3 1.290 X 10 -3 0.951 X 10 -3 0.23010.0158111.107 X l0 -3 2.497 X 10 -3 3.348 X 10 -3 2.469 X 10 -3
0.2435 to 0.4037 .142 .0097 -.643 -.144 .806 .594 .1851 .0127 I 7.267 1.634 1.961 1.446
0.4037 to 0.5639 .130 .0089 2.672 .601 .508 .375 .1491 .0102 I 4.511 1.014 1.245 .918
0.5639 to 0.7241 .135 .0092 .759 .171 .361 .266 .1331 .00911 3.558 .800 .735 .542
0.7241 to 0.8869 .082 i .0056 .053 .0119 .211 .156 .103J .0070 I .607 .136 .331 .244
I 0.8869 to 1.0 .033 i .0023 .309 .0074 .116 .0855 .0431 .00291 .632 .142 .110 .0811
0.0 to 1.0 0.706 0.0484 ................................................. o.8431o.05781.................................................
Mass
Surface balance,
percent
Lower rudder 0
Upper rudder 0
Inboard elevator a 0
Outboard elewaor a 100
aper senlispan.
('ontrol surfaces (configuration D1)
Mass Sift 111l
kg-m slug-ft kg-m 2 slug_ft 2kg slugs
0.1t82 0.0081
.0974 .0067
.0885 .0061
.1560 .0107
4.694 X 10 -3
3.955
1.930
.117
1.055 X 10 -3
.889
.434
.0263
0.486 × 10 -3
.377
.190
.160
0.358 X 10 -3
.278
.140
.118
TABLE IV.- STIFFNESSES OF STABILIZER PITCH SPRINGS AND FIN-STABILIZER JOINTS
(a) Pitch-spring stiffness
Pitch stiffness, K 0
Spring
m-N/rad in-lbf/rad
1 8160 72 200
2 6480 57 400
3 2610 23 100
4 1390 12 300
a5 670 5 930
(b) Fin-stabilizer-joint stiffness b
Yaw due to Roll due to
Yaw due to rolling moment yawing moment Roll due to
Fin yawing moment rolling moment
spar (c) (c) _
m-N/rad in-lbf/rad m-N/rad in-lbf/rad m-N/rad in-lbf/rad m-N/rad in-lbf/rad
D 13 160 116 500 -45 190 -400 000 -779 600 -6 900 000 13 100 116 000
R 12 550 111 100 -67 800 -600 000 72 885 645 000 17 910 158 500
S Not measured, assumed same as spar D
t,.0
tJI
aNot tested, used in vibration survey only.
bstiffnesses were measured between station on fin elastic axis at WL 145 cm (57.1 in.) and the point on underside
of stabilizer spar at elastic axis where bracket arm is attached. Sign convention of deflections and applied moments:
Positive roll, fight stabilizer tip downward.
Positive yaw, fight stabilizer tip rearward.
Cln determining cross-coupled stiffness values the measured deflections were very small and probably affected by
measurement scatter.
TABLE V.- MEASURED NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF MODEL CONFIGURATIONS
(a) Basic model configurations
Vibration mode
(a)
Complete model
R1
Frequency, Hz, of -
Scaled D 1 D I-s
Measured to DI measured measured Measured
configuration
(b)
Antisymmetric modes
65.3
79.3
88.3
d96.7
104.0
0.92 .....
.54 .....
3.39 .....
6.3 c7.3
10.2 Cl0.3
12.3 .....
12.7 .....
14.3 .....
16.4 .....
24.5 .....
30.0 .....
45.6 .....
Symm¢:tric modes
1.88
1.18
3.09
7.4
10.6
Cantilevered model (at fin root)
Complete model yaw 1.50 .....
Complete model roll .67 .....
Complete model lateral translation 1.67 .....
Aft-fuselage torsion 5.2 5.9
Fin first bending 5.7 6.4
Fill first torsion 9.0 10.2
Stabilize r yaw, fuselage lateral bending 11.4 12.9
Wing torsion, stabilizer yaw ..........
Fuselage lateral bending, fin bending, 14.5 16.4
stabi|izer yaw
Fuselage lateral !lendi_)J_ and torsion, fin 15.7 17.7
bending and torsion
Stabilizer t:oll 21.5 24.3
Stabilizer first bending and roll, fin 27.8 31.4
bending and torsion
Stabilizer first bending .........
Et!sclage lateral bending, stabilizer 43.0 48.5
bending and yaw
Stabil!zer pitch, fuselage lateral ..........
bending, fin torsion .........
Stabilizer bending .....
Elevator rotation, stabilizer torsion ..........
Stabilizer bendillg ..........
Nolle measured
15.5
21.3
23.3
30.0
51.3
69,0
75.0
RI
Scaled D1 Dl-s
to D I neasured measured
configuration
(b)
6.3 7.4 6.7
9.2 _ 10.4 - 10.4
14.0 15.8 15.4
14.6 16.4 48.0
54.3 61.5
.......... 49.7
63.0 71.0 60.5
66.2 74.9 .....
.......... 95.0
106.0 119.0 117.0
11.4
19.1
24.6
76.6 87.5
• given, tile underliffed
Complete model pitch 2.18
Complete model vertical translation 1.33
Complete model fore and aft translation 3.0
Wing first bending ....
Wing bending and torsion, fuselage 10.1
vertical bending
.Wing torsion, fuselage vertical bending, - ....
fin fore and aft
Stabilizer first bending, fuselage 16.9
vertical bending
Fuselage vertical bend_!ng, stabilizer bending 21.8
Stabilizer bending, wing bending .....
Stabilizer _torsion or pitch, fuselage .....
vertical bending .....
Stabilizer bending, elewltor rotation, - ....
fuselage bending
Stabilizer torsion or pitch, fuselage bending 68.0
awllere response in nlore than one degree of freedom
19.2 21.6
bScaled to DI configuration by tile ra"tio of fin-torsion frequencies, Ratio =
CNode_lines same as for DI configuration.
dNo node lines lneasured.
66.0 74.5
14.6
22.9
61.5
74.5
66.5
item is believed to be tile primary degree of freedom.
10.2/9.0 (or 10.42/9.2) = 1.13.
7.5
11.8
16.6
24.1
None <taeasured
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TABLE V.- MEASURED NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF MODEL CONFIGURATIONS - Concluded
(b) Reduced-stiffness configuration with various pitch springs
Model f0' fp' fill"Vibration mode
configuration Hz Hz Hz
Stabilizer pitch
I
aR5
R4
R3
R2
RI
18.5
27.2
37.2
58.7
65.8
26.5
34.7
48.0
66.0
66.0
32
46
46
apitch spring 5 was used ill vibration survey only and not tested.
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I\BII \'1. (OMI>ILATION f)l [FST P,ISLILIS
Model
..onliguralh}n
I)1
I}1-,
R I
R I d
R I _
R I-b
Run / %'lodcl
,oint ,cha_ior
( ;lI I
II XI
2 I-.\
I:-..\
_._ i ¸ .\
-I, I ¸ \
7 NI ¸
2-1 NI
-2 NF
3 I: ..k
-4 I-\
-5 I;-.%
3 I Nl:
-2 I -\
3 I ..\
4 F--\
-5 I-,%
6 I-.\
-7 I \
4-1 NI
-2 I:-\
3 I -\
4 I: \
-5 1-\
. I-\
• ' I-.\
-8 I- \
51 7,1
-2 I-\
-3 V-%
4 I<.\
5 I \
4_ I -%
I, I NI
-2 Xl
-3 I-,\
4 I: \
-5 I-\
-{_ ILk
(a} .\11li-,). iiilllclric fhllk'r col_liTtlralion_;
12 qX
.<)42
.923
8118
742
(_27
1.012
q61
939
911
•772
1.1)15
<}72
.950
.939
,q34
.9I 7
(_HX
<}53
tL_
907
727
.740
034
.I_63
I .OI 5
fix4
.950
t) 33
751}
.423
._} I I
I Ol I_
_}40
764
.647
.432
q
kN/in 2 Ihl/ll 2
322 67.3
4.(_7 q75
57.1 l i8 g
5 t} ? 124.(_
IL40 1337
IL88 143 I_
{_.91 144.4
5.53 115.5 I
5. I t} 109 0
(,d_5 139.0
7.67 I f_0.3
{).42 197 0
2. I t} 4q(
2.54 53.1
2 75 57.5
2 { :; 61 2
.1.23 (_7.5
4.27 80 I
4gq 104.3
2.21 46.1
21_7 55 t}
3. I 7 h6.4
408 854
419 K75
4.30 t) 1 8
4 3 L} {) 1.7
4.75 tjtJ. I
2.24 4..9
2.46 51 .I,
3. I 7 66 3
375 78.3
553 115.5
7.13 1486
286 59,8
3.31 69 I
4. I 5 8(_.6
4.3 I t)0{}
4 53 04.7
6.01 125.{,
%/
n,'sec I l'scc
46.4 I 4811.4
44 7 [ 474.0
42.0 I 4,5.8
34.4 I 441.0
24.7 I 401}.2
14.{} I 370.9
{}7 _ I 31c13
i53.4 I 5{}32
147 I I 482.5
142 (_ I 4,7.8
138.5 I 454.4
I I 7 9 I 38031
158. l I 518.8
1487 [ 487.9
147 I I 482 fl
144.4 I 473f_
144.9 I 475.5
141 7 I 464)'
1051 I 344.3
1"_45 I 5063"
1477 I 484¢
144 q I 4755
141.3 [ 41,3_
113.2 I 371.2
I 1.5 I 382.2
08 8 I 324£
11}3.3 [ 338?
154.5 I _0( .t
1500 I 492.0
145.1 l 471_ I
142.8 1 468.4
I1..I I 380.8
65.0 I 213.1
138.8 I 455.4
1542 I 505.8
143.1 I 4f¢}.5
I 17 t ! 384.3
9{}.(_ 326.9
61,4 217,7
P
k _,/'l]l 3 shlg/ft 3
{}.3{}{} 1.000583
.44{_ .{}{}{}81_5
q( 8 {)(11(}t}6 !
.660 {}{}1281
.823 .{}{}1597
.{}42 0(}1{}22
.400 .{}{}2833
.470 {)()()t} I 2
.48(} ,{){){}q 3 (_
,54 .{}{11170
.800 .001553
.35{, {}{}2632
• 175 .0{)0339
230 .1}{1{}44(_
.254 {1{}0494
281 .1}{}{)54{,
308 .{111(15q7
.425 .000825
.004 .1}1} 1755
185 .000359
245 .{}{}{}476
.302 0{}{}587
4{11} .{100794
.(154 .{}01269
.847 .00125,
899 .001745
.890 .{}{11726
• 188 000305
.220 .(}{1(1421_
.301 .01}{}585
.31_8 000714
.821 .1}01593
3.374 .{}{}{_541_
207 .{}{1{1577
.278 .00{}54{} '
.405 {}{}(}781_
.028 .1)01219
.0t4 0111773
2.732 .005300
N Re
I,/111
_48 X 1{}6
;.1/5
],27
_.92
7.97
}25
/.{12
1.77
";(14
745
<83
2.63
2.13
2.72
2.8q
3.18
3.44
4.60
7.51
223
2.79
338
4.43
571
581
6.82
7.05
23{}
2m2
3 48
4.17
738
7.06
3.28
3.44
4.,2
:,77
7.12
i4.14
Vn
06 X 106
.54
.{}I
.11
.43
82
.33
,76
.72
.27
!,69
;.85
.65
.83
.88
.{}7
.05
, 43
].29
68
.85
103
I. 35
1.74
1.77
2.{}8
2.15
70
81}
1.00
1.27
2.25
5.2//
I 1.011
1.05
1.41
1.76
2.17
431
V
ff" /fi, # ......
Ilz f 12 rrt't)_r£
........ 62.2 0.783
8.00 .769 42.0 .942
8.65 .832 [33.1 / 1.041
I /
8.37 .805 I 28.3 i 1.066
8.68 .835
8.65 .832
8.21 .696
8.32 .705 !3.4
9.45 .80 3.8
......... /9.7
7.02 .763 _8.2
7.08 .770 _1.6
750 .815 $5.7
7.13 .775 f :,l.O
7.28 ,791 36.9
7.(_9 836 I 7.3
......... _4.7
7.84 .852 53.9
7.35 .799 "; 1.8
741 .805 38.3
7.78 .846 24.0
7.56 .822 24.2
7.89 .858 117.4
I
I
7.79 .847 I 17.6
I
......... 83.3
(;.83 .742 71.4
7.20 .783
731 .795
7.65 .832
8.61} .{)35
7.43 .808
7.65 .832
7.69 .836
7.82 .850
22.7 1.104
18.0 1.143
12,8 1.148
;9.8 .904
;8.8 .878
!8.6 .992
1.065
1.180
.796
.859
.894
.923
.968
1.123
1.205
.801
.881
.960
1.089
1.102
1.130
1.130
1.174
.807
.847
52.0 .960
42.(}! 1.044
19.1 1.267
4.6 1.446
57.8 .871
I i
F' "q, I "s'
cg leg I i ?g
.5 0.0 [ 2.5
.5 2.0 I 3.5
.7 2.0 I 3.7
.7 2.0 I 2.7
.5 2.0 I 2.5
.3 2.O I 2.3
.2 2.0 I 2.2
1.8 I 3.0
.3 , 1.8 I 3.1
".3 1.8 I 3.1
.2 2.0 I 3.2
.5 2.1 I 1.6
L9 2.1
1.2 2.0 ] 3.2
1.0 1.9 I 2.9
1.0 1.9 1 2.9
1.0 1.9 I 2.9
1.3 2.0 I 3.4
1.3 1.9 I 3.3
1.4 1.8 [ 3.2
1.3 1.8 I 3.1
1.4 1.8 I 3.2
1.4 1.9 I 3.3
1.2 I O I 3.1
3.2 u I 3.2
.8 2.1 2.9
3.0 .2 3.2
.9 .0 .9 !
.7 .0 .7
.5 .0 .5
.4 A .5
.I .0 .I
.0 -I .0 -I .C
.I 1.8 1.9
(_ 1,8 .936 .8 1.8 2.6
42.4 1.048 .5 1.8 2.2
27.4 1.067 .0 1.8 I ._
18.8 1.096 -.2 1.7 1.5
6.2 1.272 -,6 I 1.8 1.2
I
Model
COllligtllaliOl
R4
R3
R 2
Rtnl
i_Oillt
71
a
81
4
t} I
-a
Ib) $3 illlllCIiic-Iluiici onfigtiralions
\lode i q : v I P
bchavi{ M -
kN'lll" Ibf/ft Ill'S{?{ ",'S" I kg/i1131SliP-'/It3
{;I} -- I I
NI: 10864 206 43.1 132.8 435.7 I0234 j 0.000454
NF } 908 221 4(<£ 131}.3 457.0 I .228 I 000442
I 8 754 2 Q(_ 47.2 I I,.5 3822 I 333 I 000fl47
1 8 .814 2.3 64. { 125.5 411.7 I .334 I .(}001_48
F-8 1 706 3.04 (13.3 1(19.1 357.91 .510 1 .oo(}<}8<)
]:-S .540 4.16 86.1" 83.2 2729 [ 1.201 I .11023311
NF 402 630 131.( 61.3 20t.2 I 3.352 I 00,504
NI I ._}0(1 4 19 I 87.t t37 1 44tLq .446 ! 00118of_
1:-8 .78t} i 4.3(} I gl.( 120.9 396,8 .596 001156
I IS 720 4.67 I 97.{ 110.8 _137 0 0 _ 4 7 _
I
NRc
l/in
2 43 X 111(_
2.48
3 {P
328
4.33
778
I {_08
48{_
5 .{_8
{_.5 {}
I!ft
{).74 X I()(_
• 76
.{}2
1.00
I 32
2.37
4.q0
1.48
173
2.01
V
ff" ff/fp ! _i ----
Ilz bs(2_r fp)_/'_
.......... I 67.0 0.305 05} 0.1
.......... I (}8.8 ! .316 I.I I
17.(] 0.507 I 47.0 .319 .7 .1
21.3 .444 I 46.9 .249 Ifi .I
217 .452 I 30.8 .267 1.3 .I
22.0 .458 I 13.0 .314 13} I
.384 " " .I
........ 4.7 -.-
"" 2.3 .I
.......... I 35.1 .__9
22.8 .346 I 26.3 .233 2.1 .0
23.3 .353 I 20.6 .241 151 .I
a F. 8s. as" I
dog deg deg I
.i
1.0 I
1,2 I
.8 I
1.4 I
14 I
2.o I
2,3 I
2.4 I
2.1 I
2.0 I
aModcl-bcha_.ior cod{: NIL iIo flutter; F-A. elllp¢llnag¢ l'ltilt(r ill antis311lln¢Iric IIIOdc; alld I" 8. clllpcnlla'2c l]tlllcr ill S].lllillCllJc' mode.
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/- Aluminum spar
alsa skin and ribs
Section A-A
Balsa skin and bulkheads
_- Aluminum spar
Section B-B
f'_ 23.8°
Wingelasticaxis_._/ / ,'
A //'_/" A
BLO.O ,
f
FS2SO.6(9o.8/-/ \ I
\',, ,
B.o9.214s.o/-- ,, _==\
Top view
Stabiliz _-/_23.2 °
1
WLI56.5 (61.6)
WL72.6 (28.6)
Front view
Figure i.- Sketches of model.
Fin elastic axis _ -- o
M ° d e' c •g • FwSL256.8.40_'0.5.51 Fuselage elastic axis -q X q/_ 54.,
_. _ Mounting post \ _
lit" B n "_\_ I IJ/ WL67.5
FS31.2 (12.3) FS268.0 (105.5) [ FS458 (180.5)
FS 552.6 (158.8)
(a) Complete model.
Side view
All dimensions are in cm (in.) except as noted otherwise.
bO
¢.,o
o
FS566.67
(225.10)
Stabilizer pitch
WL 152.55
(59.98)
Elevator flexure q BL79.27__(51.21)
BL o.oeVatorEI _ Elevator bearing q / BL66.47 (26.17) | Hinge line
BL6.25 (2.46)_ BL45.01 (17.72) / / _ _....._Ll__ 66 streamwise chOrd)
Stabilizer pivot I , \ A-.] _["_'- j_I_T_
.... (251.74)
F_s_:,_I/Il/Zl  z
' - ---'£-< II
48.87 _._ IH!_----_'_ N jlJ_L "-'%" "" ,, . _ \ Sparcenter line
....
FS552.68 I £'--,11 I"_-_III.JY'\
WLI56.15
(61.47)
Side view
FS517.70
(205.82)
Plan view
Magnesiu_
Section A-A of reduced-stiffness empennage
Ma gnesium__
Section A-Aof design-stiffness empennage
(b) Horizontal tail.
Figure 1.- Continued.
Magnesium spar_ _- Balsa
Section A-A of reduced-stiffness empennage
Magnesium sparx , .._- Balsa
Section A-A of design-stiffness empennage
BLO.O
Stabilizer pivot axis
WL 152.55 (59.98)
Stabilizer pitch
Theoretical fin tip
Stabilizer pitch
actuator linkoc
Spur center line
(0.57 streumwise chord) _-- ,//
/
/ l I/
/ /
// /
/
/ /
I / ii
Reference
LJ]2 -- WL75.81 (29.06) fin root
1
72.52 (28.55)
FS48&31 (190.28) FS 510.13 (2O0.84)
FS545.46 (215.96)
58.01 (22.84) _'_FS 566.67 (225.10)
FS564.95
(222.42)
Front view
//
// ///
II i I i Iii / /
II I I i I /
r-II't----- //
/
/ /
/
/
/
/
/ /
//f/I II
/
i I
I
Rudder flexure
Rudder bearing
Jdder
-- WL8t.99 (52.28)
WL75.5' (29.75)
Side view
WL 116.51(45.87)
(c) Vertical tail.
Rudder hinge line
(0.71 streamwise chord)
WL 156.46
(61.60)
(56.12)
o_ Figure i.- Continued.
Note:
Main support cables I end 2 lie in plane of symmetry end are inclined about 45 ° to horizontal.
Cables ere attached to springs located outside of test section.
Upper drag cables 3 and 4 ore inclined 5 ° (well attachment point up) to horizontal plane;
lower drag cables 5end61ie in horizontal plane. All drag cablesare inclined 52.5 ° to
plane of symmetry end ore attached to tunnel walls.
Continous cable 7 lies in horizontal plane end is inclined 70 ° to plane of symmetry.
Cable 7 passes between friction plates to provide damping in yew.
Not shown are four snubber cables which ere attached top and bottom to the front and
aft end of the fuselage. The snubbers are used to restrain the model at the center
line of the tunnel. The snubbers are normally slack during testing and were engaged
in emergency situations,
Mounting post
(one upper, one lower)
spar
Fin spar
Stabilizer pitch
actuator linkage
spar
spring (one per side)
Friction plates
Fuselage spar
Tip plate (one per side)
-_ Spring (one upper, one lower)
(d) Sketch showing main structural members of model and mount system.
Figure i.- Concluded.
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(a) Model suspended in tunnel.
Figure 2.- Photographs of models.
(b) Model with altered wing shape and forward-fuselage shape.
Figure 2.- Continued.
L-66-7429.1
c.n
(c) Design-stiffness empennage with nominal fin-stabilizer juncture fairing.
Figure 2.- Continued.
L-66-7463.1
(d) Reduced-stiffness empennagewith altered fin-stabilizer juncture fairing.
Figure 2.- Concluded.
L-74-7460.1
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(a) Fuselage spar. (b) Fin and stabilizer spars.
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1.0
Figure 3.- Measured distributions of bending and torsional stfffnesses of fuselage, fin, and stabilizer spars.
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0 7A Hz _ 10.6 Hz _ 15.5 Hz _ 21.5 Hz _ 25.3 Hz _..
• _ _ _ .... _._ _
DI configurahon _!_'* _: " _ _- _i
R I configuration
I0.1Hz
: _..--/_< , .
(1 "
16.9 Hz
"') J "
21.8 Hz
/'1 ) ''_
./
50.OHz _. 51.SHz ,._ 69.0Hz .,_ 75.6 Hz,,_ 87.5Hz ,,
D I configuration _|_ _ _/-_"_, _
(continued) .#_ @ _ -_ -OP
R I configuration 68.0 Hz -_
(continued) ,_>
-_
(c) Symmetric modes for complete-model configurations.
Figure 4.- Continued.
14..6 Hz 22.9 Hz 61.5 Hz 66.5 Hz 74.5 Hz
D I configuration
R I configuration
19.2 Hz 66.0 Hz
(d) Symmetric modes for model configurations cantilevered at fin root.
34.7 Hz
R4 configuration
(fp)R3=48Hz
(fp)R2 =66 Hz 66 Hz
R3 and R2 RI configuration
configuration
(e) Symmetric stabilizer pitch modes for various stabilizer pitch springs of configurations
cantilevered at fin root.
Figure 4.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- Variation with Mach number of dynamic pressure required for antisymmetric flutter
of basic empennage configurations.
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Figure 6.- Antisymmetric-flutter characteristics of basic empennage configurations.
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(a) Horizontal-tail dihedral and incidence angle.
Figure 7.- Parametric effects on the antisymmetric flutter of
reduced-stiffness configurations.
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(b) Altered wing shape and forward-fuselage shape.
Figure 7.- Continued.
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(C) Altered nose shape of fin-stabilizer juncture fairing.
Figure 7.- Concluded.
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(b) Variation of normalized antisymmetric-flutter-speed index with Mach number.
Figure 8.- Comparison of transonic-antisymmetric-flutter boundaries and empennage
area distributions of present T-tail models and T-tail model of reference 3.
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Figure 10.- Symmetric flutter characteristics of reduced-stiffness model
with various stabilizer pitch springs.
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Figure 11.- Effect of stabilizer-pitch-spring stiffness on symmetric-flutter dynamic
pressure and related frequencies of reduced-stiffness model.
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